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The Shallows: What the Internet Is
Doing to Our Brains Da Capo Lifelong
Books
From activist, speaker, mother of ﬁve,

and rabbi Susan Silverman (sister of
comedian Sarah): a funny, moving,
sparkling memoir about home, identity,
family, and faith.
The Six-Step Plan for Preserving Marital
Intimacy and Rekindling Romance After
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Baby Arrives Penguin
A one-armed computer technician, a
radical blonde bombshell, an aging
academic, and a sentient all-knowing
computer lead the lunar population in a
revolution against Earth's colonial rule
Of Mice and Men Laurel Leaf
Journalist Walls grew up with parents
whose ideals and stubborn
nonconformity were their curse and their
salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their
four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns,
camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when
sober, captured his children's
imagination, teaching them how to
embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary
painted and wrote and couldn't stand the
responsibility of providing for her family.
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When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia
mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children
had to fend for themselves, supporting
one another as they found the resources
and will to leave home. Yet Walls
describes her parents with deep
aﬀection in this tale of unconditional love
in a family that, despite its profound
ﬂaws, gave her the ﬁery determination
to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.
The Giver Quartet Bantam
The adventures of a little boy in the city
on a very snowy day. On board pages.
A Real-Life Guide to Raising Conﬁdent,
Loving Children the Attachment
Parenting Way Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt
Tells a story about the strange
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relationship of two migrant workers who
are able to realize their dreams of an
easy life until one of them succumbs to
his weakness for soft, helpless creatures
and strangles a farmer's wife.
And Baby Makes Three Back Bay
Books
WAY OF THE PEACEFUL WARRIOR has
become one of the most beloved
spiritual sagas of our time. Shared
among friends and families, this millioncopy word-of-mouth bestseller has
inspired men and women of all ages in
twenty languages worldwide. Despite his
success, college student and worldchampion athlete Dan Millman is
haunted by a feeling that something is
missing from his life. Awakened one
night by dark dreams, he wanders into
an all-night gas station, meets an old
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man named Socrates, and his world is
changed forever. Guided by this
eccentric old warrior, drawn to an
elusive young woman named Joy, Dan
begins a spiritual odyssey into realms of
light and shadow, romance and mystery,
toward a ﬁnal confrontation that will
deliver or destroy him. This classic tale,
told with heart and humor, speaks to the
peaceful warrior in each of us. Countless
readers have been moved to laughter
and tears - even moments of illumination
- as they rediscover life's larger meaning
and purpose. Journey with Dan on the
peaceful warrior's path to unreasonable
happiness. Find out for yourself why this
book changes lives.
Natural Hospital Birth Simon and
Schuster
In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief
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and love, National Book Award-winning
and New York Times bestselling author
Elizabeth Acevedo writes about the
devastation of loss, the diﬃculty of
forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds
that shape our lives. Camino Rios lives
for the summers when her father visits
her in the Dominican Republic. But this
time, on the day when his plane is
supposed to land, Camino arrives at the
airport to see crowds of crying people…
In New York City, Yahaira Rios is called
to the principal’s oﬃce, where her
mother is waiting to tell her that her
father, her hero, has died in a plane
crash. Separated by distance—and
Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced
to face a new reality in which their father
is dead and their lives are forever
altered. And then, when it seems like
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they’ve lost everything of their father,
they learn of each other. Great for
summer reading or anytime! Clap When
You Land is a Today show pick for “25
children’s books your kids and teens
won’t be able to put down this summer!"
Plus don't miss Elizabeth Acevedo's The
Poet X and With the Fire on High!
A Real-Life Guide to Raising Conﬁdent,
Loving Children the Attachment
Parenting Way Macmillan
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy
about the Pursuit of Happiness in
America Set in an addicts' halfway house
and a tennis academy, and featuring the
most endearingly screwed-up family to
come along in recent ﬁction, Inﬁnite Jest
explores essential questions about what
entertainment is and why it has come to
so dominate our lives; about how our
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desire for entertainment aﬀects our
need to connect with other people; and
about what the pleasures we choose say
about who we are. Equal parts
philosophical quest and screwball
comedy, Inﬁnite Jest bends every rule of
ﬁction without sacriﬁcing for a moment
its own entertainment value. It is an
exuberant, uniquely American
exploration of the passions that make us
human - and one of those rare books
that renew the idea of what a novel can
do. "The next step in ﬁction...Edgy,
accurate, and darkly witty...Think
Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis.
Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
Deathwatch Harlequin
Explains the advantages of a plantbased diet for families with children and
oﬀers a collection of family-friendly
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vegan recipes for breakfast foods, soups,
salads, sandwiches, snacks, main and
side dishes, breads, and desserts.
Eight Proven Parenting Principles
for Raising Connected and
Compassionate Children A&C Black
Who wore the ﬁrst pants? Who painted
the ﬁrst masterpiece? Who ﬁrst rode the
horse? Who invented soap? This madcap
adventure across ancient history uses
everything from modern genetics to
archaeology to uncover the geniuses
behind these and other world-changing
innovations. Who invented the wheel?
Who told the ﬁrst joke? Who drank the
ﬁrst beer? Who was the murderer in the
ﬁrst murder mystery, who was the ﬁrst
surgeon, who sparked the ﬁrst ﬁre--and
most critically, who was the ﬁrst to brave
the slimy, pale oyster? In this book,
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writer Cody Cassidy digs deep into the
latest research to uncover the untold
stories of some of these incredible
innovators (or participants in lucky
accidents). With a sharp sense of humor
and boundless enthusiasm for the
wonders of our ancient ancestors, Who
Ate the First Oyster? proﬁles the
perpetrators of the greatest ﬁrsts and
catastrophes of prehistory, using the
lives of individuals to provide a glimpse
into ancient cultures, show how and why
these critical developments occurred,
and educate us on a period of time that
until recently we've known almost
nothing about.
The Dark Tower I Houghton Miﬄin
Harcourt
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's
classic cautionary tale, introduces
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readers to the important lesson of
respecting diﬀerences. The Yooks and
Zooks share a love of buttered bread,
but animosity brews between the two
groups because they prefer to enjoy the
tasty treat diﬀerently. The timeless and
topical rhyming text is an ideal way to
teach young children about the issues of
tolerance and respect. Whether in the
home or in the classroom, The Butter
Battle Book is a must-have for readers of
all ages.
Rejacketed HarperCollins
These days, many mothers-to-be ﬁnd
themselves torn between the desire for a
natural childbirth with minimal medical
intervention and the peace of mind
oﬀered by instant access to life-saving
technology that only a hospital can
provide. In Natural Hospital Birth, doula
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Cynthia Gabriel asserts that there is no
good reason that women in North
America should not be able to have both.
She shows expectant mothers what they
can do to avoid unnecessary medical
interventions and how to take initiative
and consciously prepare for the kind of
birth they want to have. Also included
are inspiring stories from other women
who know ﬁrsthand that natural birth in
the hospital is possible. With this book,
mothers-to-be will be equipped with the
knowledge they need to ensure a
satisfying hospital birth that they will
look back on with peace and joy.
How to Be Brave, Bold and Brilliant
Penguin Books
Soon to be a major motion picture
starring Matthew McConaughey and Idris
Elba “An impressive work of mythic
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magnitude that may turn out to be
Stephen King’s greatest literary
achievement” (The Atlanta JournalConstitution), The Gunslinger is the ﬁrst
volume in the epic Dark Tower Series. A
#1 national bestseller, The Gunslinger
introduces readers to one of Stephen
King’s most powerful creations, Roland
of Gilead: The Last Gunslinger. He is a
haunting ﬁgure, a loner on a spellbinding
journey into good and evil. In his
desolate world, which mirrors our own in
frightening ways, Roland tracks The Man
in Black, encounters an enticing woman
named Alice, and begins a friendship
with the boy from New York named Jake.
Inspired in part by the Robert Browning
narrative poem, “Childe Roland to the
Dark Tower Came,” The Gunslinger is “a
compelling whirlpool of a story that
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draws one irretrievable to its center”
(Milwaukee Sentinel). It is “brilliant and
fresh…and will leave you panting for
more” (Booklist).
Dear Martin Simon and Schuster
Beyond the SlingA Real-Life Guide to
Raising Conﬁdent, Loving Children the
Attachment Parenting WaySimon and
Schuster
A Novel Guilford Publications
"Helnwein debuts in striking fashion...
The writing, especially the dialogue, is
magnetic, honest, and brimming with
caustic wit... [an] enrapturing take on
the intense highs and lows of teenage
love." —Booklist (Starred Review) "Wildly
real and bursting with all the romance
and pain of coming into oneself."
—Kirkus (Starred Review) "Helnwein
frankly conveys the joy, fear, and
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awkwardness of an all-consuming ﬁrst
love, poignantly depicting Gracie’s
growth: particularly the hard-won
knowledge that she can exist 'just by the
sheer force of herself,' and the grace she
learns to show herself and others."
—Publishers Weekly "One of Eight 2021
YA Books To TBR ASAP" —BookRiot
Mercedes Helnwein's Slingshot is an
exciting debut contemporary young
adult novel perfect for fans of Rainbow
Rowell and Mary H. K. Choi "I didn’t think
it was going to be anything like this
when I ﬁnally fell in love. I thought it was
going to be pretty simple. Like, I’d love
someone and they’d love me. I thought
that’s the way it worked.” Grace Welles
is stuck at a third-tier boarding school in
the swamps of Florida, where her
method of survival is a strict, self-
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imposed loneliness. And it works. Her
crap attitude keeps people away
because without friends, there are fewer
to lose. But when she accidentally saves
the new kid, Wade Scholﬁeld, from being
beaten up, everything about her
precariously balanced loner world
collapses and, in order to ﬁnd her footing
again, she has no choice but to discover
a completely new way to exist. Because
with Wade around, school rules are
optional, weird is okay, and
conversations about wormholes can lead
to make-out sessions that disrupt any
logical stream of thought. Nothing’s
perfect, but that’s not the point. When
they're together everything seems
uncomplicated in a way that Grace
knows is not possible. Except it is. So
why does Grace crush Wade’s heart into
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a million pieces? Acidly funny and
compulsive readable, this debut is a
story about two people ﬁnding each
other and then screwing it all up. See
also: soulmate, stupidity, sex, friendship,
bad poetry, very bad decisions and all
the indignities of being in love for the
ﬁrst time.
The City of Ember Oxford University
Press, USA
"Powered by insight and true wit." --Meg
Wolitzer, New York Times bestselling
author of The Female Persuasion "I can't
remember the last time I was as
completely bewitched by a ﬁctional
character as I was by Bea Seger . . .
What a treat to view life through the
eyes of this funny, smart, gutsy woman."
--Richard Russo, author of Empire Falls
and Chances Are... Bea Seger has spent
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a lifetime running from her childhood.
The daughter of a famous photographer,
she and her brothers were the subjects
of an explosive series of images in the
1960s known as the Marx Nudes.
Disturbing and provocative, the
photographs left a family legacy of grief
felt long past the public outcry and
media attention. Now, decades later,
both the Museum of Modern Art and
Hollywood have come calling, eager to
cash in on the enduring interest in these
infamous photos. Bea faces a choice: Let
the world in--and be ﬁnancially
compensated for the trauma of her
childhood--or leave it all locked away in
a storage unit forever. Twice divorced
from but still dependent on aging rock
star Gary Going, Bea lives in Manhattan
with her borrowed dog, Dory, and her
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sort-of half-sister, Echo. Navigating old
resentments and betrayals, Bea
stumbles towards her best future, even
as the past looms larger than ever
before. Carry the Dog reverberates with
rock and roll, and truths about the
human condition of a late-blooming
feminist. To inhabit this story is to be
swept into Bea's world, to bear witness
as the little girl in the photographs and
the woman in the mirror meet at the
blurry intersection of memory and truth,
disappointment and gratitude,
vulnerability and connection, and most
of all, resilience.
More than 100 Great-Tasting and
Healthy Recipes from My Family to
Yours Phoemixx Classics Ebooks
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
The Glass Castle Little, Brown Spark
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Of the six Montgomery brothers, Zach
has always walked on the wild side. He
rocketed to fame playing a hero in a
movie, but oﬀ screen he's living in the
shadows. Zach's dark secret: he leads a
double life as a CIA operative. When a
mission to stalk a terrorist goes horribly
wrong, Zach's cover is blown. He's on
the run and ﬁghting to stay alive long
enough to discover whom he can trust —
and who betrayed him.Jenna Walters
thought she'd married the perfect man
— until she unearthed his terrible secret.
Now, desperate to escape his crosshairs,
she and her son take refuge in Zach's
secret hideaway. Sparks ﬂy between
Zach and Jenna even as danger explodes
around them.From Afghanistan to Turkey
to the mountains of Colorado, assassins
track them and are closing in. Not only is
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Zach's life at stake, but now Jenna and
her son are targets in this high-stakes
game.“Perini refreshes romantic
suspense...with high-tech armament and
high-heat passion.” - Publishers Weekly
on In Her Sights
How to Be Strong, Smart and
Spectacular Random House Books for
Young Readers
The Red and the Black Stendhal - First
published in 1830, The Red and the
Black, is widely considered the
masterpiece of 19th century French
author Marie-Henri Beyle, known more
commonly by his pen name, Stendahl. It
follows the ambitions of Julien Sorel, a
young man raised in the French
countryside who wishes to rise above his
provincial station by climbing the social
ranks of Parisian society. Through a
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series of events, Juliens talent and hard
work give way to deception and
hypocrisy when he realizes the
limitations for advancement of a sincere
and honest man of humble origins.
Although Julien achieves much which he
aspires to, ultimately his pride gets the
better of him when he commits a violent
crime of passion, leading to his tragic
downfall. Through the deep
psychological introspection of Julien we
see Stendhals unique literary genius, the
remarkable way in which he allows
readers to live in the minds of his
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characters. Set against the backdrop of
the July Revolution of 1830, The Red and
the Black is a narrative which embodies
the rich social conﬂict of that time. This
edition is translated with an introduction
by Horace B. Samuel.
Way of the Peaceful Warrior
Harmony
Ayla, an injured and orphaned child
adopted by a primitive tribe, carries
within her the seed and hope of
humankind in this epic of survival and
destiny set at the dawn of prehistory.
Reissue.
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